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COMMUTER CENTER:
Ref erendum Passed - Approval Delayed
About twenty 11eighbors
from the UNI co mmunity
along with Ala . Seymour
Simon (D-40) , Anthony Laurino
(-39), and State Senator
Bernard Wolfe (D ) protested
the building of the Commuter
Center Addition before th e
parking problem has been
eased. That same week UNI
students by a majority of 236
votes gave th eir permiss ion for
the Commuter Center Board to
increase the Commuter Center
fee $5 .00 as needed to bui ld
that sa me additio n . ThP
Chicago Plan Comm ission has
delayed its decision on thP
matter till February . It is

procedure to submi t plans of a
building to the Chicago Plan
Commission for approval. The
Scie nce Building and thP
Class room Building were approved by the Comm ission
with n o su ch commun i ty
protest.
The Commuter Center Addition from a neighborhood
sta nd point would seem to bP
the least offensive of the threP
bu ildings . Two years ago whPn
such a building was proposed
at Bernard and Bryn Mawr thP
communi ty said they were not
opposed to a student Commuter Center, but that it should bP
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We, the tmdersigned Student Senators, verify that the cotmt of
the ballots concerning the proposal for the Commuter Center
Addition held January 23, 24 and 26 , 1973 was:

___3~ct~-3~---- in

favor of the proposal

_ _......,__,__ _ _ _ _ opposed to the proposal

- - - ~ - - - - invalidated ballots

_ ___..j.,_-.G~(
... _____ tota! votes cast

aided in getting the re crea tion
built on the existing ca mpu s.
Simon was asked , " Why are
center in Ca li fornia Park
The proposed Commuter Cenyou proposing" new plans and
stopped, and many stayed
ter compli es with that wish .
re-location of the Commutn
when the UN l 's CommutPr
The Commuter Center is not
Center now?" Letters had bPPll
Center ca me up . In thP
taking aw ay any money that
sent to the North Park
Chicago City Council Cham- · Improvement Assoc . requestcou ld be used for parking
ing them to send Community
bers the atmosphe re was vPry
facilities because the statP
pitched ."
representati~es to the Commutinsists stud e n t unions or
er Center Board . No co mmuThe neighbors do not want
commuter centers be built with
nity representatives were sent
to see anothr Building go up
student funds , w hereas funds
before the pa rkin g prob lem is
for a parking facility mu st be
to those ,meetin gs where thPy
solved. They have watched two
appropriated .by the state.
could
have . made
sue h
go up already.
The Commuter Cente~ presuggestions. Mr. Simon said hP
Pre s. Sachs sa id , " ThP
sents no threat of in c reased
was not aware of such
Commuter Center has nothing
campus enrollment. President
correspondence .
to do with parking. They havP
Sachs has said repeatedly that
What about the parking
the issues confused. I certain ly
there wou ld be no increased
problem? The Bureau of thP
don't believe that the larger
campus enrollment unl ess a
Budget refu sed to ap propriatP
community fee ls that way ."
parking structure cou ld bP
money for an eight storv
Pres.
Sachs and Dean
built to fac il itate it. A lso , it is
parking structure, howPvPr ,
stipulated that the Commuter _Howenstine · have sent out
said they would appropriaLP
several memos to the UniverCe n te r can be used for
money for the Parental Sch oo l
sity Community asking stuCommuter Center functions
grounds and for surfac t·
dents to be considerate whPn
only, and not ,for in creased
parking there but we must tah•
parking, using the lot whenevPr
classroom space.
both the land and the riarking
possible, and to use bicyclPs
State Senator Bernard Wolfe
lot. The Chicago Board oi
and public transportation.
was asked, " Why are you
Education wants to continuP
" I would like the University
against the Commuter Center?"
the serv ices of the Parpntill
to be a good neighbor," said
" I am not against your
Schoo l, and will only sPII tlw
Pres. Sachs . "However, wh at I
Commuter Center, honey.
Parental Home if NortheastPm
will not do is withhold grades
mere ly want to · solve the
continues to operate it .
or expell any student for
park ing problem. The comThis the Univ e rsity h ,1,
parking on the street. A person
munity was not notified of thP
promised to do. The CovPrndoes not become a second
meeting with the Commission
or's office has sa id they will
class citizen with second c lass
when
the
Science
and
transfer money to North eas tPrn
rights when he becomes a
Classroom bu i ldings were on
for custodial care, but will not
student. "
the agenda. T~ere has been a
pick up the cos t for thP
Aid . Seymour Simon, when
breakdown in com muni cat ion
edu cational program at Parenbetween the University and th e
asked, said he was not against
tal. The University is now
Community . I kept your
the Commuter Center either,
trying to introduce leg islation
Commuter ,Center alive by
but was opposed to it s
asking for the custodia l and
proposed location ( outside the
suggesting there be a publi c
educational funds in onp
corridor by the gym , adjacent
meeting in the near future ."
package . This is where thP
President Sachs on this point
to the South Dining Hall) and
negotiations stand at thi,
point.
said, " Meetings of the Plan
indi cated this was poor
Commission are monthly and
campus planning in relation to
The representatives werP
park in g.
public . Alderman Simon had
rem inded that students and
his secretary there when the
" If the Commuter Center is
faculty live in the community
Classroom Buildin g came up."
located there, and the parking
als o.
That
th ey
had
a
Bill Knack , Campus Plann ing
facility is built on Parental
responsibility to- them as
Coordinator di sclosed that
School grounds students will
constitu ents , too. Aid. Laurino
Tuesday afternoon the Comcontinue to. park on the street.
and State Senator Wolfe sa id
muter Center was not the only
You are only going to so lve the
th ey will do eve ry th 'in g
bui ldin g the neighbors were
parking problem by placing the
possib le to .help the University
protesting. " That same afterparking stru cture close to the
obtain Par·~ tal. Aid. Simon
noon there were several
c la ss rooms. I propose the
sa id that he"-Qas writ-ten Dr .
interested neighborho od
parking facilities be built go in g
Holderman and Dr. Morton on
groups represented . The North
to the present boundary of the
the matter. Let's hope that our
River Comm ission and th e
main building , west of the
representative's words prove
Hollywood Park Improvement
Science Building to the
true and they won 't sacrifice
Assoication most dire c tly
cemetary. When the Parental
the Commuter Center just to
concerned with Northeastern
School grounds are availab le pa cify
the
people
long
were two such groups.
the Commuter Center can bP
frustrated with the in adequate
The North River Commission
built there ."
parking situation .
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All\ letters must be typed and sianed
· ·thhe Id upon request.
..,... · Names will be w~

In Memory of R·a fl Kahn
Oear Rafi ,

The first time I 'met' you was
in June 1971 at the Colloquium
on the History of Psychology at
Northeastern. You were on the
stage in the auditorium
defending yourself against · 3 ~
accusation of immorality in a
psychodrama . With gallant
ease and
charisma· you
extricated yourself . in a
seeming untenable position, to
the cheering of the audience
and the leader.
The last time I encountered
you was the day before
Thanksgiving .1972 when you
gave me an article about Carl
Rogers from your Museum
exhibit, to help me with a
presentation I was preparing .
That day the elevators in the
new science building did not
work and you had walked up
the 'red-carpeted ramp, halting
at the top, pale and breathless
taking some pills out of a small
box and swallowing them with
some water from the fountain .
In between these meetings I
had taken two .courses with
you, Projective Techniques and
Abnormal Psych, and had met
you many times outside the
class and ta lked . The main
quality that struck me .about
you was how full of life you
were . Full
of
life and
life-giving. Your lectures were
exciting adventures in living
and learning. the resources of
your wisdom and knowledge
were unlimited, your tact and
resourcefulness unmat c hed .
Y?ur_students drank like thirsty
pilgrims from your fountain of
cognitive· experience and complicated problems became

si mple and clear. I watched in
awe and admiration how you
rephrased _and answered the
often ignorant and clumsy
questions of us students with
patience .and simplicity and
with conc~rn and rega;d for
the personhood of each one of .
us . .Kindness and humbleness
were your steady companions.
Your stimulating serenity was a
source of motivation and
enrich me nt to me , which
extended into ' my life also
outside the classroom. I was
looking forward to attending a
course in Projective Techniques II with you, which you
were planning for the Masters
Program in Psychology at
Northeastern, which was near
and dear to you . You were so
proud and had such ambitious
plans for the new Program for
the Fi rst International Museum
of Psychology which you
chaired and established and
which were to add glor~ and
renown to the university .
You are missed and mourned
by all of us, even before the
magnitude of our loss and the
pain of your physical absence
have fully registered.
When I left · school this
evening and stepped out into
the chilly winter air tears
freezing on my cheeks the
outline of the new sc,ience
building resembled an orphanage, and I felt your absence
keenly. Yet the stream of life
~oes on, and the seeds you
implanted in us will grow into
bright and life-giving bloom.
Thank you for havin g let m e
walk with you part of the way .

,

The Library

? of tl:,e Week
To the Print Reading Co~munity,
My comments about the
Commuter Center · as found in
Ted Rachwal's column "The
Question of the Week ,:, were
taken out of context. I said
that I saw no equitable way of
financing t he Commuter Center ; that if the students
presently enrolled were charged an additional fee, they
would probably not be around
to reap the benefits .
Thank you,
Bruce Allman

CatholicStudent Center
Dear Editor and Print Friends,
The coverage you have given
the Catholic Student Center's
activities has really been
beautiful. It's probably hard to
put together the Print, and
we're sure that many times it
would be simpler to put our
announcements in the Free
Classifieds, or in little type in
some obscure corner. You
haven' t been though, and we
all want to thank you for it.
Sincerely,
Us people

from

the

C.S.C.

If this school can - spend so
much money all over the
campus, why can't they fix the
heating in the library? It is an
. inferno. There are area_s, near
the windows, where it is
cooler, but because some of
the library staff in those areas
are c9mfortable, most of windows remain closed . The point
being, students •are not in those
areas and neither are a lot
of the_rest of the staff , It is so
warm students cannot study,
ratber, they are falling asleep .
How is the staff-supposed to be
of servi ce, when they, too , are
too warm to function? If you're
in there any amount of time
you feel very uncomfortable '
unless, of course, if you ar~
able to be near a window.
One requirement in most
places of employment, is that
the employees be neat and
presentable to serve the
patrons . Who can be presentable, perspiring and tired from
the heat?
As a facility for the students
expecially a faciiity fo;
studying, the library should
and/or campus
plannin~
- should see to such needs
im111ediately.

Nikki Fritz, Wanda Hasink
M l 'k '
,
nn
e I m, Bernice Kern
Patricia A. Washington, Na~
than Keith, S. Pietrowiak, Ruth
S
wanson , Caroline Koschintzko, Ethel Robinson , Sue
p
h
eac stien, Ruth Spetch Cyntliia
M.
Spaeth,
Shawn
Zalinski , Carol G. Szymanski
Barbara Turmanek , Joyce Mills ,'
h
T omas Bordney, Wendy Ross,
Oksana Klymkowych

Ca1ro
· ••ty . ·says .11 Thank
, . s '' f o_r generos··

On behalf of the United
Front of Cairo I would like t
thank the studens of Northeast~
. .
ern lllmo1s University and th
membership of the Ra· b e
Dear Friend s:
m ow
Food Program for the carloads
We wouid like to offer our
of food and clothing whi c h
heartiest · " thank you " _for your
you contributed this pa st
contributions of food and
Thanksgiving and Christmas
clothing to our program. Our
Also for money which helped
organization strives to help our
feed children much in need of
Indian people in the day to day
support. The people of Cairo
struggle for survival in this
send their love and thanks. We
cu lturally hostile atmosphere.
. encourage and desire your
Through encouragem,ent, support of friendship and under- continuous support.
standing and brother hood , the
Rev. Charles Keon
more tangible agency informaNational Chairman
tion -s haring, the opportunity
Sister Edan Williams
for an education and more
Chicago Coordinator
basi cally, something to wear
Herman Holmes
and food on the table today
Field
Representative
we help and are thereby
UNITED FRONT OF
reinforced ourselves.
CAIRO
Without th e efforts of
people like you, our efforts
Print Editor,
would not be significant nor
cou ld we reach more than a
The Rainbow Food · Program ·
few ind iv iduals.
would like to exp res s its
Agairf, thank you .
gratitude for the generosity of
those who contribu ted money,
Sincerely yours,
food, and clothin g for the poor
Dennis Harper
of all races during l ast
Co-ordinator
semester.
Native American
We f il led three .station
Committee
wagons ful I of clothes and

food and raised $50 in cash
donations . One carload- of
clothes was taken to the Native
A
·
.
mencan Committee, where it
was distributed to American
.
I d.
n ia_ns m the community . The
remainder of the food and
do th mg and the cash donat1ons were sent to The United
Front_ of Cairo in Cairo, Illinois.
To aid the black community .
there which has been strugglmg for four years to continue a
boycott against racist white
merchants.

We thank
.
h
.
you again and
copet_ wed can rely on your
on 1nue
sup
t ·
ff
.
por
in our
e orts to aid our struggling
comrades
.
Rainb.ow Food Program
meets very Tuesday afternoon
·fro'!! 1 :00-2:00 p.m. in room
2-102 in the Classroom
Building. Please come if you
want to participate in our
activities.
Rainbow Food Program

REACTIONS
by Linda Ozag
Issue dedicated to all writers interested in showing their work to the public. Writers opportunity
to submit short-stories, prose, poetry for publication in the PRINT, bring materials to the
PRINT office over the cafeteria.

Debate
Letter to the Editor;
This letter's purpose is to
respond to a note of criticism .
in last week's PRINT about the
janitorial " disturbances" on the
2nd floor of the classroom
• building. I would like to know
just what " human economic _
resources" are being abused by
the mere upkeep of a facility
that, cost not only publi €
taxpayers, but ourselves
a
great deal of money? Don'~ we
as students, have the right to
expect a sanita ry,
neat
environment? Doesn't the
cleaning woman, as a productive part of our society ,
deserve decent, day-time hours
to earn her living, just as you
or I? Or would you rather have
her work from midnight to 6
A.M., or have her stand in the
doorway, vacuum in hand
waiting for that split-second i~
the day when no one is in the
room so she can rush in, finish
her work, and get out before
she "disturbs" anyone? What a
bunch of snobbery!
I, for one, appreciate the
infrequent droning noise of the
vacuum to rou se my senses if

A

1,

1

ve apsed i nto study drowsiness. I say if a student's study
capabilities rely on such stone

·1

s1 ence, how good can they be?
This is not to say, however ,
that I'm never distracted . What
really disturbs me are all of the
inconsiderate students who feel
they have to yell , gigg le, and

____:___________~:=~~=::~---..---==--~~-----------------:---_L
•
Mignon Eisenberg

Cleaning Woman

rec9unt hilariou s happenin gs
in clear
ear-shot
of those
·are
studying,
certainly
not who
the
cleanin g woman who makes it
her busin ess to clean our area
of habitation.
Joy K. Merkley

oasis1
Midwest Center for Human Potential
oresents

"PSYCHOSYNTHESIS:
A NEW ~GE APPROACH
TO PERSONAL GROWTH
AND SELF-REALIZATION"
. with Pavid Broman, Director
Mid west Center for Psychosynthesis
Lecture-Demonstration
Feb. 9, 8 P.M. $3. students $1.50
Introductory Workshop
Feb. 10-1 I $25 registration fee

~sychosynthesis is a comprehensive sys~em of personal growth that
ha;m?mze~ e,very•element of your
bemg_ - .your unconscious, your
e~ot1_ons ~nd _your body, plus your
wi ll, imagmation and spi rit.
Psychosynthesis consists of your
own planned. systematic choice 5
from ma~y appropriate methods
a_nd tec~mql!es - Gestalt, meditall<;>n, i;UJded imagery. creative visualization, self-id~ntification, development-of the will, use of intuition
and many others.
~ubseque nt · workshops i~ this
• sen~s March 2-4. March 16_18•
Apnl 6-8 . $30 each. Reservations
call 922-5966. Ask for our fre~
catalog of weekend workshops in
gro~p. ~ncounter, Gestalt training
sens1t1v1ty training and other per:
sonal growth courses.
OASI~, 20 E. Harrison, Chicago 6060S

i

New Programs for ·UNI
the first time for the Fall Term ,
1973. Upon the completion of
the four year period, an
evaluation of the program is to
be conducted to determine if
its desired objectives are being
attained. Depending upon the
outcome of the evaluation , the
program will be submitted to
the Board , of Governors o f
State Colleges and Universities
and the Board of Higher
Education again for approval
or for phasing out over a two
year period.
Programs already in progress
receiving additional funding
for expansion or improvement
are :
1) Multi-Purpose Field centers in the Inner City Areas of
Chicago
2) University Without Walls
3) Urban Education Centers
4) Funding fo the Committee
for Organized Research
5) Joint Urban Ethnic Studies
Program

Women's Studies
Increases Involvement

3. Board of Governors
The Illinois Board of Higher
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Education is expected to vote
shortly on whether or not to
As reported in the PRINT
This degree is designed for
pass the preliminary budget on
issue of January 17, UNl 's
students who woud normally
state funding for experimental •find it difficult, if not
Women's Studies Program was
programs at ON I.
.
. impossible, to pursue a
the
only
top
prioritied
The- three new prQgrams to
experimental program not to
bachelor's degree in a convenbe included on the preliminary
receive a place on the
tional manner at a particular
budget were introduced to
preliminary budget of the
campus. The program will
Northea; tern by the Board of
Illinois Board of Higher
permit_ the student to attend
Governors . None of the
Education for state funding.
courses at any of the five
·. programs
have
had
an
In pursuit of their needs,
Board of Governors institutions
implementation period under
many students along with
as well as transfer up to 105
the Center for
Program
faculty and staff went down to
semester hours of course work.
Development. Women's
visit the I BH E staff members
Part of a candidate's ~ourse
Studies Program, on the other
this morning to plead their
credits can · be obtained
case .
,
hand, was created by students
through non-traditional meand faculty from UNI, and has
One of the students' loudest
thods including assessment of
been operating under the
objections for not being
various types of work experiCenter for Program Developincluded in the budget is the
ence.
ment for several months. It did
fact that the program was
This new type of educational
not get on the preliminary
started by students and faculty
delivery system is . in keeping
budget list.
from Northeastern. They feel
with the objectives of Master
· The new programs to -be
Plan Ill. The program will be
that the program is not being
implemented on a four year
included are :
delt a fair shake as opposed to
experimental basis beginning_
the 3 other new programs on
1. Undergraduate Program
with the Winter Quarter, 1973.
the preliminary budget that
in Public Administration
Furiding is being requested for
were introduced by people
The proposed public administration program is a substantial expansion of the presently
limited PA offerings at the
undergraduate level in the Department of Political Science but with a new focus and
emphasis. It will be pre-profesassembled in one place . At any given time , job
sional both in design and
The month of January is always a busy time freezes occur and
this
post-electi o n ,
operation. It is explicitly
because of the activities ,surrounding
c...post-inaugural period is no exception. Most of
intended to meet the career
certification , the NTE and the student teaching
the ageneies are currently experiencing a )_OB
needs of an urban student.
placement seminars. This traffic, involving
FREEZE! This should not deter any student from
body, and at the same time, to
hundreds of student teachers, should not
seriously gathering information against the day
train qualified persons for the
obscure the equally important events which will
when hiring will again resume . Millions of
wide range of positions that
supply information regarding. non-teaching
people are hired at various levels of government
· are available in governments in
careers . Any UNI undergraduate whose job
and job-turnover is a fact of life.
the metropolitan area. A
plans are indefinite and who thinks about
special emphasis of , the
)
"working with people," should circle a red-letter
PLEASE NOTE ONE PREVIOUS DATE:
program will be the active
day, Tuesday, February 6, 1973. That's the date
recruitment of students of
January 31, 1973 (Wednesday) Kemper
of the 4th annual. GOVERNMENT CAREER
minority backgrounds into the
Insurance Co. wi II send representative Mrs.
INFORMATION DAY. Rer,iresentatives from a
program .
Trudy Stadelman to UNI. Anyone interested in
wide number of agencies at various levels of
employment opportunities in perfectly beautiful
government, will be present in the corridor
2. Undergraduate Major in
parklike surroundings in Long Grove, Ill., in
' outside the north dining hall. Time : 9:30 to 4:00
Judaic Studies
north suburban Chicago, . should plan on
p.m . with time out for lunch.
The major in Judaic Studies
meeting with Mrs. Stadelman at 2:00 in S-246.
Government agencies do not post vacancies
is a cooperative program
Selling is only part of working for an insurance
in the usual sense. Most require some
offered by Northeastern Illinois
company but there are many other departments
application or procedure which results in an
University in conjunction with
applicant's being listed on a job roster. Most
including computer work .
Spertus College of Judaica. The
Dates for a number of other special 1-hour
involve a waiting period. Unless an applicant
degree of Bachelor of Arts is to
seminars will be published in a separate bulletin
does not mind waiting for months after
be awarded to students who
so that this bulletin can ' be devoted entirely to
graduation, he ought to get busy a year or morp
fulfill the general University
· befor_e graduation . The Placement Office urges
career day.
graduation requirements and
ALL undergraduates to start acquiring ·job
successfully complete the
The following federal, state and local agencies
information. The decade of the ?O's with its
curriculum in Judaic Studies at
and offices are coming on campus, Tuesday,
abundance of liberal arts graduates plus its
Spertus College of Judaica,
February 6, 1973, from 9:30 to 4:30 in the north
abundance of young aduhs of the baby boom
which offers an opportunity for .
· generation, offers an entirely different
dining hall corridor.
study in five areas and an
_employment picture than did the '60 's.
option for either a general
Certainly, there are excellent opportunities but
major or a specialization in
1. U.S. Civil .Service Commission, Chief,
like gold, they have to be mined.
Hebrew language and literaFederal
Job Information Center, Mr. Robert
GOVERNMENT CAREER INFORMATION DAY
ture: The physical facilities and
Jones and an assistant will give specific
is • a once-a-year occurrence. It offers an
faculty of Spertus College of
information relating to the Federal Servicf'
unparalleled opportunity to talk with a large
Judaica will be utilized for the
· Entrance Examination (referred to as the FSEE
number of representatives conveniently
hereafter) also general information regarding
offering of this program .
Federal employment. See the specific visiting
Federal agencies for more specific materials.

CAREER DAY

PRACTICUM
IMPORTANT

2. Nationat labor Relations Board, Attorney
Martin H. Schneid. Job titles include field
examiner and work of interest to those in law
and pre-law.

3. Defense Contract Administration Service
Region, Chicago, [DCASR), Mr. Ben Harrer,

in their senior year and ,haw

Hires Liberal Arts majors in various aspects of
organization and administration .

completed all of their requirements and wist. to apply for PRACTICUM
must attend one of the following meetings;

Tuesday, Feb. 6, t973 et 9:00 a.m.
Thursday, Feb. 8, 1973 at 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1973 at 1:00 p.m.

in 3-044
in S-fl2
in S-112

If you are u ~ to attend one of the aboW meetings then please come to
3-039 before February 6, 197~.

4': Department of l re-asury, Bttre-au oi
Customs, Mr. John Utz. FSEE required. Ask
about job titles of customs inspector, import
specialist, personnel management, customs
agents and customs control officers. Ask about
Treasury Enforcement examination .

NO APPLICATtON$ WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR SEPTEMBER, 1e:73 PRACTICUM AFTER FEBRUARY 13, 1973.

outside of Northeastern.
Staffed solely by volunteers
and 1 student aide, the
Program has shared an office
in the Beehive (C-S.28) since
September . The Women ' s
Studies Board, which was
elected in December (6
students, 3 Civil Service, 3
Faculty) plans to initiate an
investigation into health and
child-care facilities on campus
soon after they move i'nto P-2
sometime in February .
Although the Program will
suffer a considerable setback if
it does not receive state funds ,
Program members seem confident that increased interest in
women's studies will expand ,
their base both educationally
and socially.
Donna lven, Chairperson of
the Board stated that in a
recent mailing to faculty
members, 13 faculty responded
to the Board that they would
be interested in developing
courses under the program .
Add to those the 7 faculty who
.have already taught courses
and there should be no
question as
to
whether
women's studies draws from a
wide segment of the University.
The office is open daily till 5
o'clock, and the Board meets
every Friday from 10:00-12:00
in C-510. All members of the
UNI community are welcome
to come and participate. If you
would like more information,
call Cathy at x423, or stop up
in C-528.

Help
Recycling
Once again UNl's Ecology
Club calls upon the active
support of the Student Body in
an attempt to make recycling
work. Our newspaper recycling
bin (corner of Kedzie & Foster)
is in need of people to patrol it
on a daily basis . This means
looki·n g in on it once or twice
daily to make sure the paper is
stacked properly. Money from
the sale of the paper goes to
the Nature Conservancy to
help it buy the GensburgMarkham Prairie, which will
then become the property of
UNI . If you are willing to help,
please drop your name and
-telephone number as well .as
the times you can be available,
off at the Ecology Club mail
box. Thank you .

lltANlfaD8N'f . . .
\

APPLICATtONS FOR 83-315 PRACTICUM . . . METHODS WITH PREPRACTtCE, FOR SEPTEMBER, 1973.
Any Early Childhooo Education majors who -
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PARKING -PRESSURES
The parking situation at this
University is intolerable. PRINT
sympathizes with this problem .
No one should have to park
· several blocks from their
residence . But this should not
become a situation where one
group's rights are respected
while another's are ignored.
We agree with Dr. Sachs.
Northeastern shou Id be a good
neighbor and minimize the
parking problem whenever
possible, but we also agree that
students are not second class
citizens and _ should not be
penalized for parking on the
street. Nor should the Commuter Center be held ransom
to solve the parking problem .
dr. Sach's doing everything

possible to negotiate the
Let's apply pressure where it
Parental Home grounds to counts . The Chicago Board of
facilitate surface parking. He · Education and the Governor's
does not enjoy the public office hold the key to the
criticism.
parking problem.
PR INT has talked to several
Write to:
neighbors who have benefitted
Lewis W. Hill
both by the University's
Secretary, Chicago Plan
presence more specifically by
Commission
the Commuter Center services.
121 N . LaSalle St.
They have agreed to send
Chicago, Ill., 60602
letters of support for the
Commuter Center to the
Governor Daniel Walker
Chicago Plan Commission .
State Capital
The Chicago Board of
Springfield, Ill.
Education insists that Northeastern operate the Parental
Chicago Board of Education
Home. ' The Governor must
228 N . LaSalle
transfer UNI funds to operate
Chicago, Ill. , 60601
the educational . program at
Parental.
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.PEACE AT LAST
Sue Straus
The United States has been implies is that the U.S. bases in
involved in a war with the Cambodia, Laos and Thailand
people of Vietnam officially will remain, waiting to fight
for 11 years . Yet this is no_t the again.
Peace will not come to
whole picture as the U.S. was
involved in supporting the ! South Vietnam or to Southeast
French in France's struggle to Asia until civil war ends in
keep Indochina as its colony Vietnam . This will not be
accomplished by President
after W.W. 11.
There has been demonstra- Nixon stating " Peace is here".
Americans have been noted
tions, both violent and
peaceful, which had shown for falling in,to euphoria
opposition to the policy of war everytime "Peace" is mentioned. This means no questions
since 1966.
Tuesday (Jan. 23) evening are asked so that no doubts of
President Nixo n announced "Peace at last" will occur. It is
that a cease-fire would begin the right of all people to be
Saturday, January 27_. POW's informed. There are struggles
would be returned within 60 to end African colonization by
days and accounting of MIA's Portugal which receives military from .the U .S. at this time .
would be made.
With this, and the need for
However, when it came to
announcing withdrawal of ail oil, one can become quite
U.S. troops from Southeast skeptical of any pronounceAsia President Nixon stated ments of peace. We hope to
that troops would withdraw see the day when glory of
from South Vietnam. What this peace comes alive .

\\
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Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the administration . PRINT is
published Wednesdays weekly at Northeastern Illinois University. Deadline for all copy is
the preceeding Friday by 4:00 p.m. Come up and visit us at E-214 above the cafeteria, or
call us JlJ 3-4050 at extension 459.
·
.
EDITORIAL BOARD: Janey Green - Editor, Sue Straus - Managing Editor, Tony Kezele
- Contributing Editor.
Photography: Mark Anderson - Editor,
Business Editor: Jim Feezor
Saundra Taylor, Arthur Winslow
News Editor: Bob Paprocki
Cartoons: Margaret Drewko - Editor,
Features Editor: Joe Weinshenker
Sports: Chris Lubinecki - Editor,
Advisor: Ely Liebow
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Tax Expert
The Northeastern Illinois
University alumni association
:Speakers' forum is sponsoring a
speech by tax expert • Ben
-Fullett, 2926 West Balmoral, at
/7 :30 p.m ., · February 21 in the
jnorth dining _hall of · the
'.university, Bryn Mawr at St.
Louis Ave.
-.,
' Fullett, a member of the firm

of Rubin, Grais & Son, Inc .,.
will talk about the correct way
to fill out iAcome tax returns . A
·question an·d answer period
will follow .
The public is invited.
General · admission is one
dollar. Tickets will be available
at the door.

. 5. Department of Treasury, Internal Revenue
Service, Mr . Ralph Bradford . Ask about
information officer, enforcement agent and
other job titles .

6. Environmental Protection Agency [ Federal], Miss Carolyn Karthan. Biology majors, urban
planners, public adminstration, etc.
7. Railroad Retirement Board [Federal], Mrs .
Beth Crosby . Workin g with people involves
retirees, pension matters , etc .

8. Department of Agriculture, Office of
Inspector General, Mr. Robert J. Halligan
Requires FSEL Job titles in clude accountants ,
investigators, have also hired some Biology
. majors in some areas.
9 . Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Miss Patri cia Conly. Fact gathering,
reporting, etc.
10. Department · of Justice, Immigration &
Naturalization Service, Mr. David Milne. Jobs
involving public contacts, etc.
11. Department of Justice, Bureau of
Narcotics & Dangerous Drugs, Mr. Kenneth
Di cki nson. Ask about job titles: Compliance
investigator, criminal investigator, (chemists
hired only by the Regional Lab )

12. Cook County Hospital, Health & Hospital
Governing Commission. Mr. Michael Langer .
Office hires for a wide variety of job titl es.
13. VA West Side Hospital, Mr. Mitch Messer .
Job titles include lab technologists , physical
therapists , medical administration trainees , etc.
14. VA Administration, Downey Veterans
l:lospital, Miss Lynn Johnson . See #1 3 ·plus
others .
15. U.S. Public Health Ser.vice, Mr. William Q.
Nelson . This age ncy which is part of HEW hires
lab techs, program representatives, math majors
for certain statistical jobs, etc.
16. Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater
Chicago, Mr. James Knott. Civil Service positions
all by examination ; include , microbiologists ,
some chemists, technicians , etc. Anyone
interested in the environment, eco logy etc.
should talk to Mr. Knott. Certainly interest and
enthusiasm for the environment are vital but in
most cases on ly those who qualify by virtue of
education or training can find employment in
environmental protection types of projects .
17. Social Security Ac;lministration, Payment
Center [Downtown], Mrs. Jean Vail will give
information about the kinds of " people contact"
jobs in SS.
18. Social Security Administration, North Side
District Office, Mr. Dean Lemke. Claims
representative, etc.
19. Department of Commerce, Mr.William
McConkey is a special assistant to the Director.
A letter written by him to the editor of the Daily
News is on the bulletin board, incidentatly, and
should prompt inquiries by students as to
employment.

Don Kirchenberg, a junior at
Northeastern and founder of
the Ecology Club in September
1970, still striving to clean up
our environment, has taken on
Chicago's Green Monster the
Chicago Transit Associati~n.

assistant, forster home supervisors , etc.

22 . Internal Revenue Service, Personnel
Branch, Miss Millie Huston . Job titles include
revenue auditor, tax auditor (no accounting
required but an 8 week training program);
underclassmen should ask about the cooperative
education program which enables student to
earn and learn .

With the backing of the
Logan Square Neighborhood
Association, Don is sueing the
C.T .A . because of their
decision to remove trolley
buses from the Belmont
Avenue lines, and switch over
to diesel buses . Kirchenberg
contends that the trolley bus ,
compared to the noisy, smokey
diesel bus, is almost non-polluting. The citizen's group
suggests that the CT .A. re body
the trolley buses as has been
done in other cities such as
Toronto, Ontario.

tion will get them back up ..
Michae! Freed, attorney for
the Chicago Council of
Lawyers representing the group
said he would appeal the case
to the Illinois Appellate Court.
Don has filed his suit under
the new Illinois Constitution
which gives a citizen the right
to protect his environment.
The citizen's right to sue has
yet to be tested in the courts .
" It's very frustrating," Don
admits, "and costly ."
It is almost impossible for
the average citizen to wage a

23. Department of the Arn:iy, Fort Sheridan,
Mr. Dan Stah . Will answer inquiries rega rd ing
almost all civilian positions on the Post and
some scattered few units off-post. Comptroller's :
Office jobs, procurement & supplies , and ot her
jobs take~ from the FSEE register, also ask about
interne opportunities in some programs .
24. Cook County Civil Service Commission,
Mr. Roman Sobczynski. Job titles include
· Caseworker I, Personnel Officer, some Forest
...,Preserve Naturalist , air pollution and
environmental control ; also hire a few biology
and chemistry majors for inspection .
25. Housing and Urban Development, Mr.
Thomas Smith . All positions at HUD are hi gher
leve l and there are relatively none for
inexperienced liberal arts grads. S_uch applicants
must come in as interns . Mr. Smith attai ned his
position after such a year's training. See him for
details.
26. Office of Economic Opportuni~, Mrs .
Lucille Even and Mr. John Guerre will be able to
a~swer inquiries regarding Federal poverty
programs , commu nity support representatives,
etc. Have some summer jobs and students
should first see the Federal sum m e r
anno uncement in the Placement Office for
further detai Is so that appropriate quest ions can
be asked.
27. Department of Health, Education &
Welfare, Miss Edna Olson and Mr. James
Powers. Social and Rehabilitation Service,
Office of Civil Rights, Offi ce o f Chi ld
Development and Office of Education inquiri es
should be addressed to them . If interested in
learning about sum.mer- assistants, ask Mr.
Powers .
28. Food & Drug Administration, Mr. Joseph
Costello, a chem ist, was on camp~s last year:
has interesting information for science majors
and others as well.
29. ACTION, Miss Colleen Dar_ling win be on
campus 2/ 5/73 and also the afternoon of career
day.
Agencies not able to send a representat ive but
for whom there is literature available in the
Placement Office:
1. Federal Trade Commission; Mr. Pedro
Alphonso, who is a consumer specialist , would
be happy to speak to students by phone or
arrange interview.

2. Depa.rtment of Agriculture, Food &
Nutrition, Agriculture and Marketing Service.
3. General Service Administration, Miss Carol
Harbrecht has provided booklets of information
about the wide variety of job titles used in the
agency.

20. State of Illinois, Department of Personnel, ·
4. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Mr. L.D .
Mr. Carl Bruhn. Will answer questions regarding Mahoney, Director, describes extremely limited
the full spectrum of employment in the State.
opportunity in local office.
21 . Department of Children & Family Services
[State of Ill. agency], Mrs . Norma Pendleton .
Social Service career trainee, Kgp students
should ask about Day Care Group Leader or
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5. City of Chicago Civil Service Commission
willbeon campus later in the year. Details will
be found in the regular JOB INFORMATION
BULLETIN .

New rebodied ·trolley bus presently being used in Toronto.
" The cost comparison between a diesel bus and tolley
bus is considerable," said Don .
"C.T.A. paid $41 ,443. per diesel
bus from General Motors .
Whereas , a rebodied trolley
bus manufactured by Flyer
Industries LTD . would have
only cost $35 ,000 per bus . A
savings of $6,443 per unit."
"T he rebodied trolley buses
can be ordered with the same
options as the new diesel buses
including air conditionirig .
These buses are available ··to
the CT .A . to display in the
Chicago area, but the CT .A .
has refused all offers."
Citizen protest has delayed
the CT .A . from removing the
Belmont Avenue Trolley bus
service on December 3 till
early spring. However, Circuit
Cout Judge Walter P. Dahl
refused to issue an order
restraining the C.T.A . from
converting nine trolley routes
to motor buses in Jan . The
Neighborhood Association is
continuing to apply pressure,
by writing _letters to Michael
Cafferty, CT.A. Board Chairman, their representatives and
the Mayor. They realize once
the trolley 1-ines are pulled
down, no amount of justifica-

court battle against a corporate
offender such as the Chicago
Transit Association . But for
those who are sympatheti c
there are many ways you can
help. Certainly, they need
more money in order to pay
court costs, and in order to
appeal their case, but even
more importantly they need
public pressure. Write or call
the following people: Michael
J. Cafferty, C.T .A . Board
Chairman, Merchandise Mart;
Your alderman, both ward
comm itteemen ; State Representatives , and Senator, Congressman, and U.S. Senator,
and the Mayor.
Call radio talk shows mention the Logan Square
Neighborhood Assoc. and the
phone number 384-4370 to get
more people involved. Write
letters to the editor in daily
and local pap~rs .
Don has tried to contact
UNl 's Ecology Club several
times seeki ng their support.
But it seems the very club he
got off the ground back in 70
is " not interested."
For more detailed information contact the Logan Square
Neighborhood Association ,
384-4370 - 2641 N . Milwaukee
Avenue Chicago, Illinois,

60647.

UNI Debate Team
The UNI DEBATE TEAM did many tournaments coming up
in the near future . For
it again!!! Bob Luginbill and information concerning these
Dan Borschke, accompanied
tournaments please contact
by David Jo rd an , entered th e David Jordan or Lori Stefani in
competition at the University E-20 (behind th~ auditorium
of Wisconsin . at Lacrosse on stage), or call EXT . 525.
January 21-22.
The team had 6 rounds of REMEMBER, the Mock United
Nations Conference at Harvard
junior varsity switch side
debating . They ended the University is being held in
March. This will involve
tournament with a 3-3 record .
Mr. Borschke earned a total of spe nd ing 1 week in BoS t on .
121 speaker points and Mr. Expenses will be paid, but you .
Luginbill earned 131 speaker must be willing to do the work
• involved to represent your
points.
The FORENSICS UNION has school.
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

Seminars

Abortion

by Barb Morin

- A Woillan's Rights?

Placement return s to the
employment scene this trimesby our roving reporter Ted Rachwal
ter, urging all UNI students
to make our planned schedule . QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
an active part of yours.
The first of many non-teaching seminars will be January
31st at 2:00 in S-246. Kemper
Insurance will be represented
on-campus by Trudy Stadelman . There is a wide variety of
opportunity awaiting today's
grad in a big insurance
company. Kemper offers UNREAL posI·t·ions .in · compu t er
ork chem labs
industrial
~ygi~ne as well as i~surance re-

The Supreme Court recently ruled that abortion ~as between a
woman and her doctor, what are your views on this?

Barb Cibelli , senior and English major,
" The law should be extended even more. I think that there
should be Planned Parenthood clinics set up so that women
would be educated in birth control methods, and have such
methods readily ava ilable. I think that if the number of these
clinics is increased here, there will be a lesser number of
t d
•
•
•
b
f b ·
unwan e pregnancies, resu 1ting in a 1esser num er o a ortIon
. .
clinics. In the long run , people will be saving a lot of pain and
' agony (mentally, emptionally, and physically) as well as a sum of
presentation. The work condi- money."
tions at their new Long Grove
Ann McFall, junior and Psychology major,
headquarters are close to
" I think an abortion is a personal matter between a woman and
Paradi se. Try to imagin·e
yourself working in a three
story 500,000 sq . ft. building,
overlooking 3 man made lakes
on a site of more than 600
acres! Until you 've discussed
the insurance field with
Kemper, you have no idea
what REAL opportunity isll!

London Prof.
to Speak
at Northeastern

The Illinois Women's
Abortion Coalition is
planning a counter demonstration to the proposed Ri ght to Life ral ly, .
schedul ed this Saturday ,
Feb. 3 at the Federal
Building.
Persons interested in
showing suppor_t for the
Supreme Court decision
shou ld meet at the Loop
YWCA, 37 So. Wabash,
3rd floor at 11:30 a.m.,
Sat.
For more information
contact Lenore Sheridan
477-9864.

by John Barnitz
Professor Elise Steiner will
visit Northeastern next Tuesday
when she wi ll lecture to the
college community on Language
Acquisition in Young
Children.
The lecture is slated for 1
p.m . in the New Classroom
Building Cafeteria.
Questions and Discussion s
will follow until 3 p.m .
Refreshments will then be
, served between 3 p.m . and 4
p.m.
The lecture is financed by
Northeastern's Association for
Childhood Education and the

n. on1y lhilags iillalionarycmout it en lhetns. -.
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Perry Smith, a graduate ; tudent in Special Education,
" I believe that it is a woman's perogative to have an abortion .
personally am not in favor of an abortion unless there is a very
good reason for having one. I know if I were married and my wife
wanted to have an abortion, I would get a divorce. I don ' t think I
could stay with a person who didn't want my kid. Whether we
· planned on having any children or not I couldn't respect my wife
any longer, and would have to leave her."

Mr. Murphy, assistant professor of Political Science,
" I think it an extremely important decision. As I understand it,
it continues a series of decisions beginning with the Warren Court
dealing with the ri.ght to privacy. I think it is the only real decision
they could come to if they were going to preserve the right of
privacy, and the right of women
consultation with their doctors
to control their own lives . The Supreme Court decisi on also opens
up the freedom of choice to all women regardless of econom icstatus to decide whether or not to have an abort ion ."

in

Pearl Rosenburg, senior and Special Education major,
" I believe it is a woman's decision 100% whether or not to have
an abortion . I believe that cheap safe clinics should be set up in
every state so that a women w ho want an abortion can get one .
The woman is the one who has the right to decide if she should
have a chi ld and what to do with her body. I don't believe the
fetus is a living thing until birth , so a w;man should have the
· right to an abortion whenever she chooses. She should do what is
in her best interest in time of pregnancy .

Carol Buckingham, junior and Psychology major,

Of her many contributions
" As a married women I' m against abortion . I believe that a
to the field of Early Childhood married women would be morally wrong to have an abortion ,
Education are her publications: because I was brought up to be.li eve that by entering the
"The Plowden Report and institution of marriage you have to accept family responsibilities
Nursery Education,"
"The that go with it If I didn 't want any more children I would tak e the
Nursery Idea, " and "School- necessary precautions . If I failed to take these precautions I
master (a series of articles on wou ld have the child as I believe it would be the morally right
early stages in education). "
thing to do. In my opinion abortion is murder, and abortions
Steiner's pres ent res earch should be given only if the life of ·~he mother is endangered ."
interests lie in the child's
Rena Berklwitz, senior and Sociology major,
acquisition of language . .
She has been a consu ltant to
"I believe. that the recent Supreme Court ru lin g is good . I'm in
a United Kingdon 's project on favor of .lega lizing abortions in hospitals, but my own persona l
pre-school education in 1969_ beliefs are that women should get abortions o nly when . dire
ci rcu mstances dictate such action. I'm definitely not in favor of
1971 _
Steiner was Chairman of the all women who get pregnant and wanting an aborti on, running to
British Consultative Committee a hospital and getting one. "
for Schools Council for a
Project on Early Language
Development, 1971-1973.
She also was a member of
the UNESCO Commission for

• 4 CASUAL & COZY AOOMS

• Qp .. n from L u nch toll

Linguistics Club .
As principal lecturer in
Education and head of the
department of Nursery Education at Goldsmith's College ,
University of London, .Dr .
Steiner has lectured in man y
parts of Europe.

her doctor. I think that havin·g an abortion Is a private matter as
having veneral disease. I'm in no way viewing a baby as I would a
disease as I think a baby is a precious being. However, having an
abortion should be a decision a woman makes herself. Even
though a baby is a precious being it is quite a responsibility to
raise another human being, and it should be up to the woman if
she wants to take on such a responsibility.

the Establishment of Pre-school
Education in Hamburg, Germany in 1970 .
Dr. Steiner is to be . in ,the
United States for two months
in order to visit nursery schools
and kindergartens and to
observe Head start and open
classroom programs.
She will
also explore
research projects in early
childhood edu cation and
language acquisition, and
observe teacher education
programs.
Her Northeastern lecture is
open to all st udents, especia lly
th ose in Early childhood
Education, Lingui st ics, Speech,
and Psychology . ·

SCHEDULE FOR
STEINER

PROFESSOR

Tuesday , February 6, New
Classroom Bldg. Cafeteria
1-2:30 Language Acquisition
in Young Children
2:30-3 Questions and Dis cussion
3-4 Refreshments and Social
Hour

Susan Ash, graduate student,
"I think the ruling is the greatest thing in t he world . Because I
don' t think that the law has the right to legislate over a woman's
body and the choi ce should be hers I think if the woman doesn 't
want the baby she shou ld know about it in the first trimester of
pregnancy. It is also a much safer operation for the woman if she
has the abortion early. But I don ' t think a woman should be
stopped from having an abortion at any time , as long as it cou ld
performed safely, and a good reason for having one in the later
months of pregnancy is cited. "

Betty Villa, graduate student in Physical Education,'
"I am against abortion. The case in whi ch I would accept an
abortion is to save a mother's life. The two main reasons are: One ,
I believe that the baby is a human be in g from conception, and to
take away this life is murder. The only o ne who has a right to take
a life is God . Two, in today's society tbere are so many ways to
avoid pregnancy (through contracept ives etc) and if people
involved sexually don't bother preventing con ception then they
• shoul d take the responsibility of hav ing the baby If they don 't
want to have the baby after it is born there are many child less
homes which would love to adopt the baby . I also believe that
educating young people about birth control would be a good
idea. If these people were educated on preventing conception
they wouldn't have to worry about abort ion."

Charlotte Brown, senior and Physical Edu ca tion major,
" I personally thi nk abortion is murder. But I don 't think that it
is my right to govern other women 's views. If anoth er woman
doesn't want to have her child then it may be better if an abortion
takes place , as I feel it is wrong to bring an unloved child into the
world. It mi:)y be better for all concerned not to have this
unwanted child as he would suffer a great deal. I th ink each case
is different regarding children, and if a doctor through counseling
with the expecta nt mother feels that the mother wouldn't take
care of this child if brought into the wor ld , then I _tru ly believe
that an abortion shou Id be performed ."
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hujambo

SPECIAL EVENTS

rafiki.

by Rita Harmata

'

.
by Marylene Whitehead

The Co mmuni ty Se rv i ce
Department , its act ing direc tor,
Dr. Ben Coleman and staff talk
about act ion and progress, but
more importa ntly, they do it.
Many an gles dea ling with the
servicing of commu niti es are in
progress but at t his writing I
would like to deal w ith the
gues t speake r w h o m Dr.
Co iem an inv ited to gi ve a talk
on penal reform . The Reverend
Robert House, assistant pastor
at
the St. Mark United
M eth odi st Ch urch on 85th and
St. Law rence in Chi cago, was
in Pon t iac State Prison fo r
Rev. Robert House
seven years.
In a p lain spoken yet dynami c m anner, he relayed some of hi s
experiences prior to bein g conv icted; the years in pri son and the
era after prison, up to the present.
Wi t h al l its injustices , Rev. House di d not put all of t he b lame
on society , make any excuses for hi s im prisonment nor di d he
boast about it. He simp ly relayed some of t he steps w hi ch led to
hi s confinement fro m 1961-1967. He is proof t hat t here is such a
t hing as reform .
During thi s t ime, he f in is hed grammar and high sc hoo l and
earned a halt a yea r of co llege cred its. He maste,ed short hand
and learned to type 80 w .p. m . He rece ived diplomas in Success
Course and Ste nograp hy. He then taught short hand and typin g
while in pri son.
He spoke about the many in humane condi t io ns in priso n; many
had to w ash up in the commodes (to ilet stool s) because they are
limited to a certai n amou nt of t im e, the sinks have small pipes,
slow drainage and w ater backs ·up.· If t hey are not at the bars for
'head coun t' they lose t he few pri viledges all owed or are p laced in
solitary confi nement. If they ove rsleep (j ust a m inute or two) t hey
are penal ized . If some 'sick goody-two-shoes ' dec ides to serve
chopped dead rat over t he beans of someone he does n't li ke and
they refu se to eat it. .. t hey are penali zed or confi ned , so ma ny
eat it. On ce a week t hey a~e allowed approx imately two min utes
to shower. After that t ime the water is tu rn ed off, it d oes not
matter 'it t hey are compl etely covered w it h soap.
He sai d much mo re bu t t hose t hat don't want to get t he pi cture
won't get it anyw ay . If t he dogs in t hi s cou nt ry were t reated t hi s
way, all hell would break loose ... peop le just wou ldn't sta nd fo r
it (she said very sarcas ti ca lly ).
O ne of Rev . House's most v iable se lf-appoi nted m issions is to
reform the reformitories. He is about t he busin ess of remind in g
and/ or teaching society t hat w e are a class or so above animals.
If, indeed, t here are some w ho break t he law or· others w ho act in
an animalistic manner, mu st soc iety reta li ate sickn ess and
corrupti on for sickness and corru ption?
Rev. House is one w ho wen t to prison and fou nd freed om .
M ental and spirit ual freedo m . He became more free t han ma ny
on the 'outsi de.' Many others d on't find the in sp iratio n fo r
reformation . They o nly find hopelessmess and despa ir and t he
very sad and fri ghte nin g part is that they are often released on
society in a worse mental condition than wh en t hey went in .

If a man is 'free' in his mind, you can't enslave him regardless
of the chains you put on him.
If a man is slave in his mind, you can't free him r~gardless of
the chains you take off of him .
Many in prisons are 'free' while many !outside' are in prison .
Rev. Jesse L. Jackson
Rev . House is invo lved in ma ny phases of servin g t he
com muni ty. He has spoken at many sc hools, co'll eges, churches
and comm uni ty organ izati ons. He has appeared on televisio n and
rad io in Chicago and Rockfo rd , Illin ois . He received the W GRT
" Great Guy of t he Day" award in September 1971 and also
rece ived one of the "outsta ndi ng Citizens of the Year''- awa rd t hat
same year.
Some actua l ly do reform under the present penal system of
dehuman izati on and it is not short of bei ng mirac ul ous. My
complim ents to Dr. Co leman for hav ing t he foresig ht to inv ite
such a dynam ic speaker to t hi s campus.

PRI NT -· needs
Writers -, £214

Last but not least in our
round-up revi ew of
th e
Learning • Servi ces is Spec ial
Events . The other six, examin ed
in PRINT's O ctober 18 thru November 29 i ssu e s w e re
Photograph y, Grap hi c Arts ,
Film Produ ction , Audi o Vi su al,
Television , and Multi-Medi a.
Coordinated by Jo hn Hoga n,
Special Events is t he o nly
branch of Learning Servi ces
that
is
no t
aim ed
at
instruction al p ro grammin g.
Jack Meyers assi sts in daytime
John Hogan
programmin g, whil e Ma r ia
Felzer and Frank Gyondola
of t he Deaf on Janu ary 29th.
which utilize Special Eve nts
serve as student aides.
As with any of t he other
services .
Spec ial Eve nts pro vid es
Lea rnin g Se rv i ce bra n c he s,
Anythin g requ ired to ru n a
techni ca l support for no n-inad mi ni stration approva l or a
produ ~tion with an enterta instru ctional programmin g. For
fac ul ty-sponsor is needed for a
ment or cultural as pect is
example, it sets up sound
student to laun ch an idea that
p ro vid ed for .- Tw o rece n t
system s for sp ea ke rs fr o m
requ ires the use of Spec ial
events under the care of
Commuter Center. It work ed
Events serv ices.
Spec ial Eve nts were: a facu lty
out stage techni ca li t ies and
reci tal by · Dr. And erso n · on
A ny questions? Ju st . br in g
lightin g for the Jose Limon
t hem to E-109 or d ia l extension
January 15th , and a perfo rDan ce Troupe.
444.
man ce by the Nati onal T heatre
The Auditorium , N o r t h
Dining Hall , A and B lounges,
and cafeteria in the lower level
of the Classroom Bui~din g are
prov ided w ith theatri ca l and
' techni cal set-ups wh en needed
for any ac tivitie s. Spec i al
Events provided the sound
HECTOR I.UIS ROSARIO
sy st e m
at
th e
ope nin g
ceremoni es of the Science
Building and will do so at the
"PEACE"
offi c ial
op e nin g of
th e
Cl assr o om Build i n g. Stage
The United .States has just hypocr it ically declared and
tailoring for community orga niprocl aimed in its m ass m edi a and around t he wor ld , the
_zati ons., · record ing of concert.
establi shment of peace?
reci tals, and lights and sou nd
Af ter it unleashes the most v icious and cruel dest ruc t io n eve r
for outdoor happenings are a
caused by an empire.
few of the many exam p les
After it cy ni cally and ambiguously acc uses the North
Vietnamese of " aggression ," using thi s as ju stif ication to commi t
.the wo rst genoc ide ever perpetrated against a peopl e . . .
Af ter it suffers inte rn al contrad ictions in the mi dst o f the ra nks
of the militi a and with in t he " ent rai ls of t he monster," .from its
own peopl e who vigorously_ oppose and protest the he inous
Put asid e yo ur w in ter
kill ing . . .
Destin y· is so ironi c. . . The same day th at t he nat ion al mou rnin g
doldrum s by signin g up now
for Truman comes to an end , the mourn ing for Joh nson _begi ns..
for the Espa na Spec ial tri p
Where Trum an left off with Hi rosh ima and Nagasa ki , Jo hn so n
·sponsored by t he Com muter
pi cks up with Vi etn am, and Ni xon fin ishes off w ith three t imes as
Center Acti vi ti es Boa rd .
The CCAB has ju st received
mu ch destru cti o n as Hi ros him a and Nagasak i in one day upon
the orange broc hures t hat offe r
Hanoi !
jet t ran sportation, ou ts tand ing
And t0 think that in t he m iddle of th is horri b le nig htmare, from
accomodati ons and a car _..:_ all
the innermost putrefacti on inherent in the prevari ca ti on it uses to
under the mo; t glori ous sun of
excuse itself, there ari ses a w icked ly hypocriti cal declaration of
the Costa del Sol. This southern
" Peace". . .
.
coast of Spain , alo ng t he
Let us naively think that t he U .S. w il l cease its aggression and
· M editerranean, w ith m agnifidestru ction , that it will , no lon ge r p lunder rape and kill o ther
cient beac hes, cos mopo litan
peoples and natio ns. Will the Yanki Empire ever escape
resorts and simple p rim iti ve
puni shment fo r t he ev i! and sufferin g it has caused 7 Take heed
f ishing v ill ages is set aga in st a
the United States of" Ameri ca" fo r t he supreme mome nt of 1ustIce
backg r ou nd of t h e Sie rra
and vi ndi cation w ill encroac h upon you unexpec ted ly and Death
Nevada.
will be your exec utioner :
D es tin ati on
Ma l aga ,
"Woe to you destroyer, who yourself have not been destroyed,
Spain ! Where the o ld worl d
you treacherous one, with whom none has dealt treacherously!
fl avor is melded w ith the
When you have ceased to destroy, you will be destroyed; and
sw ingin~ continental life-sty le
when you have m.ide an end of dealing treacherously , you will be
by -the smiling sun . Wh y stay
dealt with treacherously." Isaiah 33:1
home! The pri ce of the tip is
0nly $260.00, whi ch incl udes
t ax and
se rv ice
an
extra ordin ary travel barga in .
The CCAB group w il l depart o n
Sunday, April 22, 1973, and
return on the 30th. Part icipati on on t he t rip is lim ited to
students, st aff , fac ulty and
t he i r imm edi at e fa m i l ies .
Space is limi ted , so sig~ up
EXPERIENCED CANDID PHOTOGRAPHY
ea rl y .
For f urther in form ation an9
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
app li cations, con tact t he Commuter Center A ctiv it ies Boa rd
in Roo m E-205 N , or by
CALL 539-1592 (Evenings)
telepho ne (JU3-4050) ext. 586 .
Look fo r the orange leafl ets
all over campus , and go away .
. . .to Spa in .

masucamba!

Spain! ·

PHOTOGRAPHY

by Stuart Weinste in
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What we hear and see. Nixon's promises unsubstantiated in the print.
The following is a closer look at excerpts of the Inaugural Address given by Richard M. Nixon
(President) last Saturday.
by Cathy Jones
the most violent since the student demonstrat ions of May,

1. "When we met here four 1. a. " Washington, Jan. 20, between 50,000 and 100,000
· demonstrators . . . used the inauguration of President
years ago, America was bleak .
Nixon today to dramatize their protests against the Vi et
in spirit, depressed by the
Name War.
prospect of seemingly endless
" Exercising the tightest security in inaugural hi story, .
war abroad and of destructive
more than 8,000 Washington police and National
conflict at home."
Guardsmen, backed by 2,000 federal riot troops, kept the
demonstrations under control with only a limited show of
force.
" Meanwhile, in Paris, leafti st students throwin g
firebombs and beer bottles fought with club-wielding ri o t
police for more than four hours today .
·
1
" The riots in Paris , and others in Marseille, were ca lled

2. "As we meet here today,
we stand on the threshold of a
new era of peace in the world."

3. "Let us build a structure
of peace in the world in which
each respects the right of the
other to •live by a different
system, in. which those who
.would influence others will do
so by the strength of their
ideas, not by the force of their
arms."
4. "We have the chance
today to do more than ever
before to make life better in
America - to ensure better
education, better health, better
housing, better transportation,
a cleaners environment - to
restore respect for law, t_o
make our communities more

3.

4.

" The demonstrations started outside the Cray-Stone U.S.
embassy . . . Begus as anti-Viet Nam war demonstrat ion s . .
Chicago Tribune Press Service, Jim Squires , Chicago
. Tribune, Jan . 21, 1973.
b.

"In Chicago last Saturday a police estimated crowd of
2,000 persons gathered .to protest U.S. involvement in Viet
Nam. The rally, sponsored by the Chi <;ago Peace Coun cil ,
was one of several held by peace groups across the
country ."
•
Northeastern PRINT, Jan. 24, 1973.
~["( F ,~LL A'J· ::.• t,000 /1//: )v S
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" Washington , Jan . 11 , Willi am P. Clements Jr., nominated
by President Nixon to be Deputy Sec retary of Defense sa id
today he would not rule out the use of nu clea r weapons
over North Vietnam .';
New York Times, Jan . 12, 1973 :

a.

;;Washington , Jan . 11, Pres iden t' Ni xon's edu ca ti on budget
for tl-ie next fi scal year will propose the elimin ati on or
phasing out of · many popul ar' edu cati on programs,
according to reports .and docum ents reac hing Cap ito l
Hill. "

New York Times, Jan. 12, 1973.
b.

liveable
to ensure the
God-given right of every
American to full and equal
opportunity."
5. "Just as building a
structure of peace abroad has
required turning away from old
policies that failed, so building
a new era of progress at home
require turning away from old
policies that failed."
"Abroad, the shift from old
policies to new has not been ~
retreat from our responsibilities
but a better way to make
peace."

" Saigon , Viet Nam, Jan . 21 (Sunday) (AP) - North and
South Vietnamese forces were locked in the heav iest
fighting sin ce last •fall north of Saigon , and below the
demilitari,;ed zone as both sides struggled for military and
po liti ca l advantage before a cease-fire, military spokesmen
reported yesterday ."
Chicago Tribun~, Jan 21, 1973

2.

1968.

5.

" A funny thing happened to your taxes on the way to 1973.
Congress passed the bi ggest federa l in crease si nce th e
Korean War (and that one wa s temporary), and hard ly
anybody peeped except a few intellec tuals.
·

" Saigon , South V ietnam , Jan . 11 , Th e B-52 pi lo t w ho
balked at bombin g North Vi etnam after hi s 175th mi ss io n
said today that he refu sed because "t he goa ls do no t
ju stify ,the mass destru ctio_n and killin g."
New York Times, Jan. 12, 197 3. Assoc iated Press . George
Esper.

" This was happening at the time of. the " t axpayer's
revolt" at the federal, state, and local levels. It was at the
time when even George Wallace was appealing to a se nse
of frustration in the middle and lower-middl e cl asses ,
telling them the tax system was unfai r. It was an, elec ti on
year.
" And yet Congress passed with scarce ly a di ssent ing
· vote and Pres ident Nixon signed two bill s t hat w ill raise
the taxes of workin g, midd le-class Am erica ns by $164.00 in
1973 and another $70.00 in 1974."
Chicago Tribune, Jan . 21, 1973 .
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6. "Let each of us rememher that America was buiJt not
by government, but by people ;
not by welfare, but by work;
not by shirking responsibility,
but by seeking responsibility."

6.

" Mu ski e criti cized t he Pres ident for refu sing " to even
· invite a congressio nal partnership" in hi s inaugurati on ca ll
for l;>uilding a structure of peace abroad and a new era of
progr~ss at ho me.
" It was deliberate . .· . everything he does is deliberate,"
Muskie remarked. " More and more he think s o f the
government of the United States residin g in the Presiden cy
and , principally in him ."
Chicago Tribune Press Service, Philip W arden. Chicago
Tribune, Jan . 21 , 1973.

7. "Our children have been
taught to be ashamed of their
country, ashamed of their
parents, ashamed of America's
record at home and of its role
in. the world."

7.

" As the city's longest teachers strike drags on, weary Board
of Education and Chicago Teach~rs Uni on negotiators
remain trapped in one of the most hopeless situations in
. recent school system history.
"Neither side -is in a position to gi ve in to the other' s
demands - both sides have too mu ch to lose .
" But both sides also stand to lose from a lon g strik e.
Teachers- lose money, and the Board loses prestige becau se
it ·is not able to put the city's children bac k in the the
classroom ."
Chicago Tribune, Jan. 21, 1973.

official U.S. policy , ordered by the Commander in Ch ief ."
Time, " The Nation", Jan. 8, 1973.

" The bombings of North Viet Nam also aroused doubts moral questions that would persist ' even thou gh bombing
was halted as abruptly as it began . At M y Lai , most
Americans believe, a handful of C .l.'s were acting
" illegally" when they slaughtered several hundred
Vietnamese civilians . Last week American bomber pilo ts
· were killing Vietnamese civilians - who in thi s case were
fiercely defended by SAM missiles - but now - it wa s

b. " Whatever the final tallies show in terms of civ ilian death s
or military targets, the bombing raids of the past two
weeks were unprecedented in· the history of the Viet Name
War .. The usual comparisons with Worl d War 11 are
misleading; the use of f ire bombs then .caused more
:casau lties and destruct ion. Still the sheer ton nage dropped
on Viet Nam in recent raids surpassed virtually all of the
famous bombing raid s - _Dresden , Hamburg, Coventry ,
and London ."
Time, "Nixon's Blitz Leads Back to the Table" , Jan. 8, 1973.

8. "America's record in this
century has been unparalleled
in the world's history for its
, responsibility, on its generosi. ty, for its creativity, and for its
progress."

8. a.
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Part 3 - Marriage

•

Some Social Issues That Concern· Me

music ,

by Carl R. Rogers, Resident Fellow, Center for Studies ~f the Person
We'd like to have faculty and
students address themselves to
some of the issues Carl Rogers
raises, in the hopes that it
could illicit some _ kind of
dialogue among student and
faculty outside the classroom .
We w~II print any of the
comments we rec;:eive. Address
them to the PRINT, E-214.

WHAT .OF MARRIAGE?

I

To me it seems clear that
conventional long-term marriage, as we have known it in
this country, is either g n its
way out or will be greatly
modified. In California, which
often points the way for other
parts of the country, there
were, during 1970, 66 couples
dissolving their marriage for
every 100 couples marrying.
And in Los Angeles , in 1971, 4
couples were applying for a
dissolution of their marriage,
while 5 couples were obtaining
licenses to wed! A failure rate
of almost 79% !
,
Curiously enough , I am not
very concerned about this
because I believe that the
partners often find that the
dissolution of the marriage
constitutes a step toward their
own growth . Then too we are
actively exploring alternatives
- often in groping, uncertain,
fashion but nonetheless
searching for new ways,
Couples are living together
without marriage or children.
Commune s are trying to
establish extended families.
Some are trying multiple
marriage, with each married to
every other, and discovering
how difficult it is. In a few
instances there are households
of three adults . There is more
open extramarital sex . There is
talk of marriage as a renewable
three-year contract. The path
open for wide variety of
experimentation. The one thing
that is clear is that we are
seeking man-woman relationships which will have permanence only to the degree to
which they satisfy the emotional, psychological, intellectual ,
and physical needs of the
partners. They must be
mutually
enhancing
and
growth-promoting if they are to
last. I believe we are making
some progress in that direction
(with very little help from
behavioral scientists).
There are two issues which
do concern me about marriage.
The first is the incredible lack
of any attempt at education in
the field of interpersonal
relationships , which would
help young people to face
realistically the problems they
will meet. I was interviewing a
young couple recently, both of
whom had attended college.
They had lived together for
three years and then married. I
was curious as to the elements
in this decision. I learned that
this was the story. ·They
quarrelled all of one evening
- a rather common occurrence - and finally the man
told her to pack up her things
and leave. She said, " I will not'
I belong here as much as you
do." He paused a moment and
then said challengingly, ' 'Well ,
then do you want to get
married?" to whi ch she replied ,
,rO.K .',. lt developed that there
was a rationale of sorts behind

this bizarre decision . He
mother and father, and has no
believed that if they married,
extended family to which to
marriage would be the miracle
turn . Then he finds that we
which would resolve all their
usually label one parent guilty.
difficulties. He was surprised
Next we shuttle the child back
that it had not, 1nd only during
and forth between the two
the interview did it seem to
warring adults. Small wonder
dawn on him that perhaps
that psychological problems
achieving a satisfactory mardevelop. Yet we know, quite
riage might take time and
accurately, what children need
effort! It angers me that
- continuing love and caring,
neither of these young people
a sense of stability, several
had received the slightest
courses of support and care,
education in man-woman
and a feeling of being trusted .
relationships, though naturally
We have experiments like the
they had learned the valuable
kibbutzim to observe and from
things like mathematics and a
which to learn. We know
foreign language.-- Here again
enough .
have just never
we have all the necessar.y
made the decision that we
know-how , but we define
wish to act on behalf of the
education so narrowly that it
welfare of our children. We
excludes everything about
prefer, as a nation , to spend
living.
our money on war and
Education is the one field in
preparation for war.
which feedback from " the
consumer" is utterly disregarding our educational institutions
were born at a time when
intellectual stimulation was
terribly important, since ordinary life supplie<:l all the other
ingredients of learning. Bur
school . has increasingly beRuss Kirkpatrick is a study in
come life, and education
contrasts. A versatile singerwhich operates only from the
guitarist-composer, he is also
neck up" is becoming irrelean actor who can manipulate
vant to real learning, as our
moods faster than an auctionyoung people are shouting so
eer can call out bids.
loudly. Bt11t pshychologists are
One moment he is a young
the last to listen, in their
man
in the throes of first love .
headlong (and futile) race tp
The
next he is an old man
become a " hard science ."
reliving his past through story
Hence the thought of education oriented toward human - and song. He likes to tease and
he likes to cajole and
relationships , toward marriage
invariably he touches the heart
partnerships, is anathema to
of
an audience .
most psychologists, · although
R~ss Kirkpat-rick will be
this wou ld seem to be the very
presented in concert at 7 :00
field in which they might and
p.m. Jan . 31 and Feb. 1 at
should contribute .
the North Dining Hall. His
The other issue regarding
appearance is sponsored by
marriage which troubles me is
CCAB' as
part
of
the
that we have been both
unimaginative and irresponsiNortheastern Folk Festival
ble regardjng children , partiKirkpatrick started out to be
cularly children of divorced
an actor, studying drama at _
parents. First the chi ld is torn
Abilene Christian College and
by the stresses between his
Louisiana State University .

we·

by Barbara Cibelli

"The Right Thing to Do" is the first cut on Carly Simon's latest
a.l bum NO SECRETS (Electra 75049 Stereo) and is also the way to
describe your feelings after hearing this most phenomenal work of
,art. Carly takes you up with her into a world of real music, real
songs, that tell real things the way they are.
"The Carter Family lived next door for almost fourteen yars
with Gwen and I inseparable from ragdolls to brassieres... " Pretty
nostalgic?
"I remember a time, rompin' trough the woods, sun against our
skin instead of clothes . . ,"
Every song is a Carly Simon masterpiece. Even her hubby, James
Taylor and her friends Linda and Paul he.lp her out., Taylor wrote
NIGHT OWL and recorded it on one of his earlier albums. Carly
does a very good job with it while Linda and Paul join in on the
ba:kground vocals . And of course she had more than a little help
from her friend - Mick Jagger. Although his name appears no
where on the album or album over, if you are any kind of a
Stones' fanatic, there will be no doubt in your mind that his
golden vocal cords are going full blast in a long-to-be favorite
song of this decade " You're So Vain : '
This album is well worth your time and money. It's really a right
thing to do!

_,Russ Ki rkpatrick Concert
1

Russ Kirkpatrick
Then he discovered the
limitless communication that
music can be and began to
sing and compose . Today
Kirkpatrick is an entertainer in
the t rue sense of the word,
with his musical talent and .
dramatic ability one dynamic
whole.

His songs refle ct · many
points of view . " Favors" is a
mother's attempt to force her
son to fill the shoes of his dead
father. " Timothy Tucker" is a
young man's effort to keep his
mind and spirit childlike and
· free. " Man to Man" tells of the
healthy kind of love beyond
the romantic kind.
Recently Kirkpatrick starred
in the rock opera "Jesus Christ ,
Superstar" with the Denver
Symphony Orchestra. he has
since incorporated many of the
show's songs in his act, most
outstandingly "Gethsemene."

Smack Your Lips for Pizza Snacks
I've tried this recipe with Jories' Precooked . Sausage Links
instead of the mild sausage and it tastes alright. You might like to
Greetings! I hope you enjoyed your Lasagna Dinner last week . try these variations : mushrooms, onions, peppers, anchovies, or
This week's recipe is for snacking time. Yep! That glorious
even shrimp! _Perhaps, you have your own ideas . Write it in and
nibbling time between meals . Where somehow we manage to we'I I try it. . .
forget our calorie count. Before I commence with this tantalizing
RESCUE TIPS : This week's rescue tips were discovered in Harvey
tid-bit, I must w~rn the cold-cut freaks to beware this is hot stuff!
Jones's Locker by Captain Fry.
"Aye, me Buckos, says I. This here me mateys is Captain Fry,
Menu : Sangria (you might try the Sangria recipe I gave you last
says I. I was on a voyage to fined me a fortune of gold doubloons
week), Pizza Snacks .
·
near a spanish port. Arg! When me mates his upon a small metal
chest. Af_ter fightin ' me sailors off I broke off the lock . It looked to
Recipe : Pizza Snacks, Gonnella Bread (wide loaf), two 8oz .
me like a galley mates box filled with recipes and notes of a sort.
cans of pizza sauce, Parmesan Cheese , 1 lb. grated Scarmoza
Shiftin' the notes about I found the name of its owner - Harvey
Cheese, Mild Italian Sausage.
Jones. Some of the notes were a diary like of a confession. The
title read "I Hate to Wash Dishes" Arg! Who doesn 't Harvey Jones
(Preheat oven 350°) .
numbered the ways how not to wash dishes. I'd like to name some
Cut the Gonnella bread into slices about ½ in . thick. This
of 'em.
should ' give you about 20 slices. Grate theScarmozaCheese and
(1) Don 't eat. The trouble with that is, says I. Ya 'II get to thin .
_put aside for later. Take the 2 cans of sauce and open; now use a
Ya might disappear or the likes. '(2) Let the cats li ck it up. Arg!
tablespoon to spread the sauce on the bread. One can of sauce
That man was really desperate, To think wastin ' good scraps to
covers about 10 slices , so both ca ns should do it. When you 've
cats. Why ya could feed 'em to the parrots . (3) Throw away the
finished covering the bread with the sauce sprinkle the Parmesan
dishes, Hmmmmm! Me thinks, says I. The trouble with that is ya'II
Cheese over each slice of bread. After this take the grated
probably run up a bill on dishes . Jones offers a solution " me
Scarmoza Cheese and cover eac h slice with tne amou nt you
thinks? When ya've broken all the dishes (4) eat out of the pots .
desire. Now add the mild sausage to the bread . Again the amount _ mentioned (6) paper plates . Arg! Mateys he's been touched. Paper
depends on your taste - I prefer alot of cheese on mine. Put in
plates that ya throw away! The poor soul! Do ya think it could
the oven at 350°. W.atch until the cheese is golden brown and for
possibly end washing dishes, ~ays I? Arg'
those who need a time about 20 mins .
by roseann podraza
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''the little red school book''
An Alternative Orientation
ranging from " How Do We
Learn Things?" ; " Teachers,
What
Happens
at
Staff
Meeting?"; " How to Make a
Complaint"; " Sex"; " Drugs";
"The System''; to "School and
Society." At the end of each
chapter is included a selected
bibliography and a list of
referral numbers for help or
additional information .
Perhaps one of the most
revolutionary aspects about
the book is its " I'm OK , You're ·
OK" attitude. Contrary to many
advisement " books, this one
sets
forth
the
students
alternatives and lets him/ her
make thetr own- decisions.
In the section on "How to
Influence," Hansen and Jensen
follow through on the means
of change in a classroom .
While discussion and debate is
emphasized, several pages on
how to demonstrate,- explain
the most effective ways of
making your voice count and
achieving the desired result .
When discussing sex, the
editors display the straightforward attitude that people with
questions need . They say,
" People go to bed with one
another for many reasons.
They are close triends and
enjoy talking to one another with their bodies as well . They
do it because people need
sexual satisfac_tion, and masturbation is no longer considered
to be enough. They may lack
security and seek it through
sex . They may be under
pressure to· do it because
everybody else in their group

by Cathy Jones
Despite the best laid plans of
Administrators and Academicians, most students still come
away from orientation and
open house programs with
little more than they went in
with .
Although one learns the
who' s who of clubs and
student organizations, little is
said about the ideology of
school itself, or how the
po·litics of the institution
operate.
It generally isn 't until a
student has been discriminated
against by a faculty member or
has been active in campus
organizations that she / he
learns the who, what, where
and why's of survival at school.
This is true for grammar and
high schools as well a-s colleges
and universities.
Soren Hansen and Jasper
Jensen , with Wallace Roberts
in the little red schoolbook
(Pockft Books, Simon and
Schuster Publisher $1 .25) present an alternative.
An Americanized version of
a British translation of the
Original Danish, schoolbook
illustrates a disturbing • fact
about European and North
American school system s:
" they are basically the same,
and the sameness. is a poor
quality education and an
unjust educational system ."
Written in 'plain English' and
an easy to understand format
schoolbook covers topic~

boasts about "conquests " .
They may use sex as a way of
exploring their own identity.
They may have deep feelings
for each other and perhaps
want to
have
children.
Whatever the reasons may be,
and however many people you
mav go to bed with , it will
have consequences for each
person ."
To help us deal with the
isolation and alienation that
our socialization affords us
schoolbook -deals extensive!;
with human var-iability . " It's

previous class, or because
there are too many stupid
school rules, or just because
you want to let off steam. This
is a natllral reaction ."

normal to be different", they
say . " We all are."
In discussing the classro~m
situation, - they explain what
boredom is and why students
get bored . Responding to what
"screwing around" is , the
authors tell us
. " Screwing a(ound is another,
form of escape . You screw
around when you're bored.
Screwing around is escaping
from a teacher who isn' t so
strict that he frightens you .
You , often screw around if
you've had a lousy time in the

While boredom is a means
of escape , learning , it is
stressed, is something that you
have to work at. Schools
should give as many learning
opportunities as possible to its
students, but it is not until the
student thinks for her / himself
that we learn about things. We
learn things through thinking
and experiencing and sharing

Chicago Children's Choir
A concert team from the
internationally known Chicago
Children's Choir will sing a
concert at 12 :30 Tuesday ,
February 6, in the Northeastern
Illinois State Auditorium . This
concert was arranged by the
Commuter Center and there is
no admission charge .
Members of Chicago Children's Choir are boys and girls,
aged eight to eighteen. They
come from all over the south
and west sides of Chicago and
from a wide variety of racial ,
cultural and economic backgrounds. Northeastern students
may take envious note of the
fact that while these young
singers commute to rehearsals
they do so on choir-chartered
buses because the CT A could
never get a Lawndale student
to an after school rehearsal in

Chicago Tribune fund-raising
campaign, forty-two choir
members sang their way
through the cathedrals and
town
halls
of
England ,
Denmark and Germany. The
choir's German hosts, Bielefeld
Children's Choir, came to visit
Chicago last year and the two
groups sang a concert at
Orchestra Hall. Locally, the
group has
appeared
on
television , sung with both
Chicago Symphony and Lyric
Opera and at various civic
affairs and each year provides
the boys choir to sing with the
Jaffrey Ballet's "Trinity" ballet
which is scored for boys choir
and rock band .
One of the joys of hearing
the choir is their wide
repertoire . These singers,
young as they are, are equally
confident and skillful in
sixteenth century ,motets
difficult contemporary work~
and the gospels and spirituals
from the Black tradition . The
concert they will sing at
Northeastern includes all these
as well as folksongs from
around the world. All works are
sung in the musical style and
usually in the language in
which they were written .
College students at Purdue
University and Wesleyan University (Connecticut) have
heard and cheered these
youngsters. The choir is not a
bunch of cute kiddies who
make pleasant sounds, they are
a group of serious musicians
who offer the added attraction
of being great fun to watch.

Hyde Park in time to rehearse a
note.
The choir , now in its
seventeenth season , is directed
by its founder, Christopher
Moore. Its training and
performance programs enroll
five hundred and fifty members who are accepted at
school and open auditions . A
singer can join the choir when
he or she is in third grade and
continue to sing through the
high school years. In fact ,

The Chicago Children's Choir.

'WEoNesooy

some of the young tenors and
basses who will be singing at
Northeastern have done precisely that, beginning their
choir experience as first
sopranos and ending it (at high
school graduation} as second
basses.
Two tours a year within the
United States are part of the
choir's regular schedule and in
the summer of 1970, aided by a
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Quote s· From A
M ediocre Scholar
by Jane Green
" Born in Flushing, New York,
at the age of two I forced my
parents to move to Chi cago
because I soiled the aprt men t. "
The speaker is Northeastern 's
own , Alan Axelrod , astute
literary geniu s, whose life's
ambition is " to win the Nobel
Prize in Literature by the time
I'm 27."
Alan is known by many as,
past Print photographer, student aid, ad hoc: poetry reader,
and the one who always asked ,
" Do you have a supplementary
reading l i st? " · in li te rature
classes . He gradu at ed l as t
term , and was accepted at
University o f Iowa fo r gradu ate
work in li teratu re.
" Why d id you choose Iowa?"
he was asked .
"The attractions of the big
city." However, he adm itted
later, " The as htray in my
present dwe ll ing had become
soiled . . . "
His favori te writer is William
Shakespeare, "because he was
English, and English are the
best. I'm speaking of the
people, not the language.
Italian is the best language."
He came to Northeastern out
of high school for the noblest
of reasons. " I was a mediocre
scholar, and going to Northeastern would cover up f.or it. "
He was asked, "Who was
your greatest influence at
Northeastern?"
"There are so many people
in the English Department who
feel that they should be given
credit', I wouldn't want to hurt
anyone by naming names."
"Do you have any hobbies?"
" I tried knitting once." Then he
went on to talk about another _
pu rsuit, photography . " It's easy
to bluff. It doesn't take no
goddam·n talent to snap a
shutter. All you really need is a
woman and/or a German
Shepherd."
Once at a Print staff meetin g
Alan was asked how it was
being Print photo editor. He
replied, "It was hell. " At - this
interview he confided this was
because, " I
have
many
enemies and they know who
they are." With that we rushed
on to what he has - for
breakfast.

" I think that's a legitim ate
question . I choose from ·any of
three meals:
Scramb led eggs, 4 strips of
bacon , well done, 1 piece of
dark toast with butter, half a
grapefruit with sugar on it.
He went on to the other two
menus, but they were just
variations on the same theme.
Speaking of themes, Alan
has the perverse habit of
whistling, not just catchy little
melodies, but whole symphonies. " When did you start
this?" he was asked . " I had an
accident with a lawn mower
several years ago ." What does
he do when not completing his
second novel , giving ad hoc
poetry readings or whi stlin g
syruphon ies? "I re-read Swann's
Way. That's a book," he added .
Q uick poli tical rem ark s -.
On censo r shi p: "I t hi nk
censors hip shou ld be taken out
of t he schools, and put in t he
home w here it belo ngs. "
O n Henry Kissi nger: " Ri ght."
On Richard Nixon : "Suffice
it to say, I did not vote for
him."
On· George McGovern: " I
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t hink he's a jerk. As Groucho

whole-heartedly in the regeneration of p l anaria ," then
would never join ·a club , that
added, " I like that quote."
would have me as a member.'" •
" Why did you want t his
Alan's advice to students
interview?"
here at Northeastern , " Keep
" I want to see myself in Print
yoursel f physi c ally stron g,
j u s~ one goddamn t im e .
ment ally alert, and mo rall y
Especially now that I do n't
straight, and to t hine own self
have to worry about grades ."
-be t ru e. Neither a borrower,
Alan then said good-by to
nor lender be, and hold you r
the chairs in t he Print office ,
w ater." He elaborated , " Bein g
good-by to · the wall s, t he
morally straight is bei ng whi te,
typewriter, the fi ling cabinet,
protestant, and a butcher, or
and t hose of us too m inor to
being a professor of Engl ish ."
mention, and headed off to
Hi s gri pe with students here
Un iversity of Iowa .
is, "They are no ne of the
above."
Asked , " Then are we a lost
generation?" He rep lied, "Let
me say right here tha f l bel ieve

Marx says, and I quote, ' I

Review:

"Play It As It Lays"by Linda Ozag
" PLAY IT AS IT LAYS" is a study of schizophrenia and
alienation among certain members of today's Hollywood society.
Tuesday Wel d plays the frowsy, thirty-ish Maria, a minor actress
who retreated to her own private domain of bizarre behavior. As
we see it, t he on iy goal shP seems to be workrng towards is th at of
regaining her childhood which she does by seeking out her
deceased parent's friends and then interviewing them . Obviously
disturbed , hers is not an attractive role . As IJZ. , Anthony Perkins
is Maria's confere and partner in alienation. While Ma.ria may be
in her catatonic-like world or acting irrationally, at least sh~ has
some hope in the future. B.Z., the Hollywood producer, on the
other hand has experienced life, and is totally reviled by it. He
comes to the point where life no longer has any meaning. Seconal
and gin provide his ultimate relief from life's tortures . This is the
type of fi lm which will be popular with film industry people and
certain avantgarde society members for its jaundiced look at
backstage Hollywood , chi -chi in-jokes · and ge neral nihilistic
attitude. I wou ld judge this production of Frank Perry a success in
its presentation of• the dissolution of the lives of several members
of humanity. However I found mt:Jch of it irrelevant, slow-paced
and just plain boring. I was unable to identify with any member of
the cast and this undoubtedly contributed to my non-enjoyment
of the movie.

On Jan . 31 and Feb . 1 CCAB
will sponsor the Second
Annual Folk Festival. It will run
'from 7-10 p.m. both n ights in
he North Dining Hall.
The performers will include
Russ Kirkpatrick , Weley Hardin , Minda Goodma·n, Thom
O'Donnel, as well as some UNI
talent.
The Folk Festival is free and
open to everyone, so bring
your friends!!

our thoughts . and activiti es
with others .
And to help us share, we are
prompted to keep an open
mind . Perhaps thi s is best
explained by the author s'
presentation ·of normalcy and
abnormalcy. They tell us,
" People use the work
' abnormal' to mean ·man ~ ·
things . · They may m e ah
something which doesn't fit in
with their part icul ar standard s
(for example, regard ing school
or religion ). They may mean
something wh ic h goes aga inst
t he trad ition al v iew of wh at is
right or w rong. They m ay
simply mean something of
wh ic h t hey themse lves are
afraid .
' A bn o rmal'
is
a
ve ry
dangerous word. It's often used
as
an _ excuse
for
the
persecutio n and repression of
some peop le by others . It's
par t icula r ly m i sued in the
sexual context.
It's not considered abnormal
for people to have red hair or
collect coins or play the guitar.
. So why should it be considered
abnormal for some people to
fall in love with others of their
own sex, to like unusual
positions for intercourse- or to
like being caressed in an
unusual way?
If you're not allowed to
enjoy special interests which
don' t harm anybody else, it's
usually becaus e of other
people's intolerance. You may
feel that you're t he only pe_rson
who experiences things in a
"strange" way, and you may
t hi nk you are abnormal. It can
be a help to discover tha t there
are many other people who are
almost the same as you . There
always are ."

MUDDY WATERS
IS ~OMING,

FEB. 8, 2:00,

fHICAGO CHILDREN'S CHOI R
UNI Auditorium
Tues., Feb. 6, 12:30

UNI Auditorium

/
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Eagles Winning Again Crush Judson,
c ord Now _14-3 I
/IT and Xavier. Re~
by John Demas & Vito Gentile

Jimmy also scored 16 points.
Coming back in the line-up
after his injury was "Jumping"
James Williams . He came in
and grabbed 10 rebounds ,
blocked 5 shots and sco red 8
points. Leading the Eagles in
scoring was Gary Staniec. Gary
with his "soft touch " and
ability to tinkle the twine at 30
feet didn' t let up and ended
up with 26 points .
Marcel " Marceu" O 'Gradney
p layed his usual coo l, calm
and graceful game. Marty had

"big white" machine.
The Golden Eagles after
Coach Salario, substitut ing
losing two close games started
freque ntly, used all his players.
back on the winning wagon by
Frank Sch ul tz made his fi rst
appearance in a Go lden Eag le
beating Judson , at Judson, on
un iform. He sho ul d help t he
Saturday, January 20th . The
invading Eagles crushed Judson
team im mensely.
• for the second time, the
I
We interv iewed Dave· Fa hey
· margin this time was 31 points.
after t he I IT game, and he had
Leading all
scorers was
this to say about t hi s year's
Northeastern's Dan "t he Man"
team, "This is the best
Crawford with 23 points . Gary
balanced team I've ever played
Stanice contributed 22 points
on. We enjoy making good
and Marty O'Gradney also had
passes m ore t h an scoring ,
18 points. The Eagles looked
sharp in this game and their
12 rebounds . and 8 points
because we know t hat no
tenacious defense look ed
despite a fever that plagued
matter who maked the bucket,
fantastic. The final score was
him during the whole game.
it' s t he team that really
96-65 . The next game was a
John Stelli ng, even though
counts."
home game against 11.T. In the
fouling out, played a roug~
Thanks fo r t he big turnout
first half it looked bleak for the
game. This boy has come a . and remember to keep up your
Eagles who trailed at the
long way since last year. He is
support. It helps!
hal f-time buzzer 40-39. Whatnow an important cog in the
ever Coach "Sp in" Salario said
to hi s team or maybe it was the
Sunkist Oranges but whatever
it was sparked the Eagles in the
secOnd half. They swooped '
Intramural Basketball started
have tough competition this
down on their opponents by
Tuesday Jan. 23 at Northeastyear.
The Cha ll engers, who w ill
showing I IT how 8 poins can
ern . The Kolvas , champs from
p lay at 1: 30 o n Tuesday are big
be scored in less than i minute .
last year, won their first game
rough and "Put-it-in-your-eye."
Northeastern ignited by the
Tuesday. The Kolvas, who
The
teams are:
back court duo of Jim " Joe
many expect will win again will
Willie" Dimatteo and Dan "t he
Man " Crawford, never trailed
Tues . 1:00
Thurs. 1:30
after the start of the second
1. Axe
half, and at one time ran th eir
1. Kolvas
2. Boner's Ark
2. Head Roach
lead up to 24 points , Dan " the
3. Jets
3. The Tunas
Man" Crawford, Northeastern 's
4. Harpe r's Bizarre
4. Us
answer to " Nate the Skate"
5. Bu ll ets
5. Oscar and Co ll eagues
was all over the court, making
behind-the-back passes pay off
Thu rs. 1:30
and hustling every second he
Tues . 1:30
was in there . Jimmy " Joe
1. Cleanl in ess and Hea lt hful
1. Challengers
Willie" Dimatteo, the other
Living
2. Lakers
half of the " Dynamic Duo "
2.· W RNE
3. New Lakers '
used his quick reactions to
3.
Rip City
4. Independents
steal the ball a number of
4. ST
5. Bullets
times to set up Crawfo rd
5. Yemen

Intramural Basket

Northeastern ran it's record to 14-3 Friday by rolling over Xavier
117-86.

Volleyball Team
Places Third
Northeastern 's Volleyball
team took 3rd place in the
Regional Tournament he ld at
Os hkosh, W isconsin. After a
Round Rob in Tourn ament the
teams went in to a single
elim ination tournament. This
was bad because the two best
teams there, Northeastern and
Chicago Circ le played each

uo l'adimus
lobs
STUDENT NEEDED . Clerical, part-time,
speed not important, accuracy is. IBM
Selectric, hours - anytime between
9 - 5, as many hrs. as possibl!l, salary,
1.85 - 2.00 per hr. Imperial Carpet and
Textile Corp. 5758 N. Lincoln Ave .
784-1340. Sarah.

STUDENT NEEDED : Part-time Personnel recept. We need a presentable
aggressive girl to work in our busy
personnel dept. Typing 60 wpm.
shortha '),d 80 - 100 words· per m.
Hours 8,-12 noon Monday - Friday,
salary, $3.00 per hr. Call Rego Division
Golconda Corp. 4201 W. Peterson Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60646, tel. MU 5- 1121, ext.
382 or 383.

PersonalsFOR SALE: 2 snow tires, studded, size

TUTOR NEED ED. Tutor in math and
reading, 8th grade boy. Hours,' once or
twice after school, salary open, Mrs.
Rehfeldt, 267-4932.

8.75x14, only 800 miles on them. Best
offer, phone AO 1-2934.

WOMEN STOP RAPE! Need legal
information · and / or· medi ca l help ?
Women to talk to? Counselling? Call
728-1920, 6:00 pm . to midnight Weds. ,
Thurs., Friday., Sat.

FOR SALE: 1968 Karmen Gh ia Conv.
STUDENTS NEEDED: Help with youth
at the Bernard Horwic h Jewish
Community Center's Youth Services
Dept. (7th - 12th grade groups), hours
open, contact Robert W olf, Youth
Supervisor, RO 1-9100, ext. 37.

TUTOR NEEDED. Part-time, Math
major or Elem. Ed . Hours 4 or 7, salary
open, 8th grade boy needs help. Mrs.
Avers, 5253 W. Jarvis, Skokie, 111 .
679-2776.

Warehouse Work & Delivery. Need
young man who has at least three full
afternoons free per week. Must have
driver's license. $2.00 per hour to start.
Contact Granat Industries, 5518 N_.
Kedzie,
phone 539-4722.
;

Freshman or Sophomore male wanted :
Stock - heavy work to supervise crew
or 6 dr 7 high school students, hours
4-7:30 daily, all day Saturday, salary
$2.50/3.00 hr. depends on experience.
Allstate Insura nce Office, 4301 W.
Touhy, 967-2500 , contact Micha el
Leptich (until 3:00 p.m.) Bob Moore.

____ ___________ _

FOR SALE : 2 snow tires, studded, size
8.75x14, only 800 miles on them. Best
offer, phone AO 1-2934.
FOR SALE: 1968 Karmen Ghia Conv. ,
blue, good condition $900. Mike,
286-0595.
FOR SALE : Guild Accoustic 12 string
guitar, hardshell case mint condition
$240. Call Jim 777-7043, leave message
if no one at home.

blue,

good

condition

$900.

Mike;

286-0595.
FOR SALE: Guild Accousti c 12 string
guitar, hardshell case mint condition ,

Male/ Female Sales Positions: If you're
looking for a top sales position, st op,
here's a splendid opportunity. Shaklee
will supply the products, biodeg radable
non -polluting cleaners, unique beauty
aids, baby products, and men 's
toiletries. You bring the sales
enthusiasm and ambition. Our products
are so unique they sell themselves.
Interested? Call 882-2286 after 6:00
p.m .

$240. Call Jim 777-7043, leave message
if no one at home.
Student looking for 2 ½-3 room apt in
UNI> vicinity to start renting in April.
Prefer 1st floor ,or higher Want to pay
about $100.00 per mo. But willing to go
higher. Call Cathy at ext. 423.
FREE: To any sport freak 2 complete
years of Sports Illustrated magazines,
Oct. 1967 - Oct. 1969 (I am cleaning
out my closet) Free for the asking, all
you have to do is come and pick them
up. Call Dean at 545- 1117.
WANTED : Telephoto lens for Argus
C3-model camera, contact Bea Records
office ext. 400.

Smash History Workshop presents:
Thurs., Feb . 1, 1 pm, 3-081. Times of
Teddy Roosevelt - Tells the story of
the "damned cowboy" who became
one of our most outstanding presidents
and the fascinating period in whicn he
lived . From the CBS -T V " 20th
Century" series. 26 minutes.
Schedule of films for Febru ary will be
available soon .
The newly-elected officia ls of the
Spanish Club would like to invit e you
to a_ttend the first meeting of the winter
trimester to be held on Thursday,
February 1, at 1:00 p.m. (activity hour ).
(Room t o be announced(. Spanish
Classes.
"Elementary Education Majors", come
to Teacher Education Centers, OPEN
HOUSE, Tuesday, Feb. 13 and Thurs.,
Feb. 15, 1:00-2:00 in Room 3-020.
Meet students and staff of the various
Centers!

other. Circle won this one and
played a muc h poorer team for
t he champ ionship. Ci rcle won
easily.
The girls are now try ing to
appropriate enough moeny to
go to National's, which is held
in Sa lt Lake City, Utah . We
hope they go because they
deserve it.

Suit in the morning,
Ton in the night,
Peanuts for breakfast,
Oy what a fright
Dear Peanut, When is your so rdid affair
w ith Pelican-face going - to end? The
Pharoah wants to move in with his
Sphynx.
To Bob Crampton - When are you
going to have the clocks working ?
Skorpio.
Attention Sociology Majors: The
Sociology Club ,will meet (ln Thurs.,
Feb. 1, in room 2094 New Slassroom
Bldg, during the activities hour, 1 pm ,
to elect officers for this trimester. All
persons interested in • membership in
the club and / or running for office are
urged to attend.
Attention all Clubs: There will be a
Student Activity Council Meeting,
Wes. Jan. , 31 at 3 to 5 pm. in E-222.
The topic of the meeting will be the
S.A.C. Honors Convocation. There will
be progr ess report s and further
planning. The following Weds. will be
S.A.C. meeting elect 3 students to the
Student Fees and Allocations Committee; and the Meeting will also be used
to ratify the S.A.C. by-laws. So please
send a representative. Thank you. John Barwick S. A.C. Pres.
Amazing Grace Coffee House, 2001
Sheridan Rd. , Evanston, Illinois 60201,
presents; John Prine - wildflower ir,, a
benefit performance for the Free
School of Evansto n at
Cahn
Auditorium, Thurs. Feb. 8th at 8:30 pm.
Tickets $3.00 at the Amazing Grace
Coffee House, Norris Center, both are
on the Northeastern Campus. Also at
Match Vogel's office, Ed . D ept.
Northeastern, Doors will open at 8:00
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